All-Inclusive Wi-Fi
Designed, Delivered,
and Managed by
Industry-Leading Experts

With ENA’s managed connectivity services you don’t just get a great
service—you gain a committed partner. We take care of everything from
start to finish, enabling your team to focus their time and attention on
everything else.

Four reasons why you should consider ENA’s managed
Wi-Fi service
Free your technology staff from time-consuming equipment tasks
such as configuration, maintenance, troubleshooting, and upgrading.
Experience robust, reliable, and seamless wireless connectivity
throughout your community.
Relax knowing that ENA monitors your network 24/7.
Access monitoring, operational controls, real-time reporting, and
analytics via your own customer portal.

ENA Air can help your community...
Organize a contact tracing program to keep your community safe.
Automate anomaly detection, access point configuration, and switch
configuration.
Interface new devices seamlessly with your existing technology.
Quarantine compromised devices and access points.

Special Features
• Tailored Design
• Self-Healing Powered by AI
• High Performance
• Management

Benefits of ENA Air
featuring Wi-Fi 6
• OFDMA – Increase network
capacity by serving more
packets from more devices
• MU-MIMO – Improve client
experience in dense
environments with simultaneous
client data transmissions
• Boosted Data Rate – Deploy
2.4GHz or 5GHz bands and
achieve exceptionally high
transfer rates
• QAM – With the new Wi-Fi 6
protocol, quadruple the
throughput of your Wi-Fi
• Save Power – Reduce the time
device radios are engaged to
boost power efficiency
• BSS Coloring – Deploy
color-coded shared
frequencies to dramatically
increase your network’s
capacity

ENA expertise and management powered by your distinct vision.
In addition to our all-inclusive ENA Air, ENA provides a variety of network management services designed to
ensure communities have state-of-the-art Wi-Fi backed by ENA’s peerless support. Whether you’re interested
in collaborative management of your existing Wi-Fi/LAN or you want a brand new network with flexible
management terms, we work hand-in-hand with you to develop a solution that meets your specific
connectivity needs.
Because each ENA Air Flex partnership is customized to achieve each customer’s unique goals, no two solutions
are identical. However, all ENA Air Flex partnerships include these unrivaled benefits:

Collaborative and flexible management and co-management options
Support from the ENA CTAC, ENA’s 24x7x365 customer support team
Recommended designs and configurations by our world-class
engineering team
Proactive troubleshooting
Assistance with all upgrades and changes
Optional new network hardware, design, and implementation
Optional ENA on-site support and engineering staff

CONTACT US TODAY!

For more information about ENA Air, contact your ENA account service manager or visit our website at www.ena.com.

ENA delivers transformative connectivity, communication, cloud, security, and data analytics solutions supported by exceptional customer care.
For more information, please visit www.ena.com, call 866-615-1101, or e-mail info@ena.com.

99% Customer Satisfaction Rating 8 Years in a Row 90 World Class Net Promoter Score
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